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Time for Retribution It was the finest luxury ship of Mother Russia. The SMS Cormoran left Perth, Australia, bound for
Bombay, India in 1915. A crew of sixteen catered to the ten eccentric passengers of royalty and wealth. The passengers
every desire and pleasure was to be had for a price and the ship’s crew had no option but to accept their fate and take
the monies that captain had negotiated. It was a long cruise, but in the first days of the voyage, the depravities exceeded
expectations. Bound submission was expected and innocence was the first casualty of depravity. A storm came out of
nowhere and began to destroy the ship. Most of the passengers and crew escaped to a small deserted island, not on the
charts. The ship was off course and far from the shipping lanes. On the island, the crew revolted against the officers and
the passengers. The crew had reached the point of no return. The tides were turned and the passengers soon found out
what it was like to be serving the lust of the crew, male and female alike. Will the passengers submit or will they suffer the
consequences of resistance? Powerone brings you the vivid dichotomy of what the passengers desired when the ship set
sail and what they ended up getting after the crew took what they desired in retribution. No passenger was considered
innocent, no matter what their relationship was.
From NY Times and USA Today Bestselling Author, Cali MacKay... Riley Carter’s never found anyone who could live up
to her first love, Thorsen Black. So imagine her surprise when, twelve years later, he shows up at the unique and quirky
inn she manages on Mermaid Isle, off the coast of Maine. The sweet, gangly teen has matured into a sexy and
handsome man, leaving her heart desperate to pick up where they left off. It’s impossible for her to ignore the way her
body instantly reacts to his touch and he's just the distraction she needs when she finds out the owners of the Siren Song
Inn are selling it to Holt Enterprises. Holt only has eyes on the bottom line and Riley knows they’ll strip the inn of
everything that makes it special, ruining not only the Siren, but devastating the island economy. While fighting to save her
beloved inn, Riley falls in love with Thorsen all over again. But when she’s faced with the real reason Thorsen’s on the
island and his unbearable betrayal, will she be able to save the inn and her chance at true happiness?
Warning: This story is for adult reading only and contains BDSM erotica content including:Bondage, handcuffs, spanking,
and a strong, dominant woman with a British accent. Summary: George K. Jameson is a famous billionaire from New
York. He has a serious heart condition and he needs to travel to London for surgery, which must be kept secret from
ruthless business rivals and hungry journalists. But nothing goes according to plan and George gets kidnapped on his
way from his Wall Street office. His female kidnapper turns out to be a dangerously attractive and strong woman, and
before he knows what has happened he's tied to a chair in an old abandoned house. However, her plans are much more
pleasurable and devious than George could ever have imagine... Who is she? And can George really trust her?
Excerpt:--- In fact, her inspection was more than thorough. Her hands seemed to linger against my skin for longer than
necessary and I felt my heart beat faster, a combination of her light and seemingly innocent touch mixed with a growing
sensation of anticipation, which I couldn't explain. It was clear to me that she didn't plan to simply walk out of the room
together with the old-fashioned storm lantern and leave me alone in the dusty room for the rest of the night, but that she
had another type of idea in mind. But what kind of plans? I wondered, and nervously I shot a glance at the black sports
bag at the dining table, wondering if it contained a Dexter-inspired soft leather case with a neat row of stainless knives
and sharp meat cleavers. However, I can honestly say that I would never in a million years have been able to guess what
was going to happen next. --- This is an erotic fantasy novel about male submission. Total word count: 59,000 words (~
156 printed A4 pages in normal format). Professional edited and proofread by www.paulinenolet.com Also by Tara Jones:
'Dominated by the Librarian' - series 'Dominated by the Librarian': The Complete Series (Part #1-6) Part #1: 'Surrender to
your Desire' Part #2: 'Surrender to Please Her' Part #3: 'Surrender to Obey' Part #4: 'Surrender to your Mistress' Part #5:
'Surrender to Submit' Part #6: 'Surrender Forever' 'Dominated by his Bodyguard' - series 'Dominated by his Bodyguard'
(Romantic male submission erotica): The Complete Series (Part #1-6) Prequel Bonus Story: 'Submit Against your Will'
Part #1: 'Submit Against your Will' Part #2: 'Submit and Obey' Part #3: 'Submit and Please Her' Part #4: 'Submit to
Punishment' Part #5: 'Submit Against All Reason' Part #6: 'Submit Forever After'
RICH AND POWERFUL FROM GROWING AN ILLEGAL CROP, HE DOMINATED WOMEN WHO FELL UNDER HIS
INFLUENCE In the early 1960s Mike, a gentlemen farmer in Humboldt County, California decided to change his farm to a
new cash crop, cannabis. Willow Creek was a small town that Mike owned, including the sheriff and the mayor. Paying
premium wages enticed local townsfolk to work for him, despite any moral qualms, and gave everyone an incentive to
make sure he succeeded. When Mike prospered, the townsfolk prospered. Mike had a special building on the farm for his
personal enjoyment of women that was willing to submit to his sexual demands. He had no qualms about taking his
pleasure from employees and partners that were equally willing. When Mike invested in the local hardware store owned
by a husband and wife, the wife had to seal the deal with Mike, while the husband looked on. Mike promised him support
to be mayor, but his wife paid the price. The husband found voyeuristic pleasure, and his wife found a man in Mike that
was demanding, and she couldn’t refuse him anything. He made sure the husband was pleased with the two young
women he furnished him that looked like twins. Mike and his wife watched with keen interesting and growing arousal.
Mike's general manager came with a wife steeped in agricultural research skills. He hired them both. The man’s wife had
a dark secret that her husband didn’t know of, and Mike was the one that would benefit from her darkest desires. He was
surprised to find a female sales manager that had sold a form of cannabis before it was finally outlawed. He feared that
she wouldn’t be able to sell to the dangerous men that would buy his crop, but she was more than up to the task. She
knew what it took to make men do as she asked. They might think they were taking advantage of her, but she was
always one step ahead of them, and Mike. The sheriff was hired under Mike’s urging and support. The sheriff made sure
that those that tried to steal from Mike got frontier justice from the sheriff and the town’s judge. Especially for the women
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that thought they could get away with a slap on their wrist. Only Powerone could bring BDSM in a new light that was
hidden from the public for so long. Bound Bliss for Cannabis gives a new dimension to a counter-culture that was just
beginning. It was a hotbed of lust, betrayal, and illegal money that fed the sins of those without moral character.
Leonie rejected Vidal's first proposal because of his arrogance, his womanizing — and his powerful sexuality, which left
her trembling. Now the Portuguese billionaire is back in her life — and this time he has a hold over her. He will settle her
father's debt, and make her his legal mistress. But Vidal doesn't want a mistress. He wants marriage. And he's
determined to possess Leonie — in every way....
What do you do when your best friend sets you up on a blind date with not one but two gorgeous brothers? Rebecca has
no idea what’s in store as she arrives at the bar to see two hunky brothers, Alec and Tristan Lloyd, show up for their date
and are the stuff of fantasies. Although Rebecca hasn’t fallen in love since her last hurtful break up a year ago and
hasn’t felt anything close to physical attraction since, she finds Alec and Tristan's sensual magnetism impossible to
resist. But what they are offering is way too terrifyingly exciting to consider. Would Rebecca dare to give in to these
forbidden urges – ones she’d never known she could feel? The two brothers are determined to use their double-dose of
masculine persuasion to change her mind before the night is through.
Depending on who you talk to, Troy Baldwin is anything from an uptown playboy to a business-obsessed shark, but
everyone would agree he's sharp, handsome, and dangerous as they come. When Heather learns the sleepy little
company she works for is getting bought out, there's one name everybody hopes not to hear. Her goal is to keep her
head down and survive the corporate shake-up, but when a chance encounter with the new owner and CEO reveals
more of both of them than they ever intended, that little plan goes out the window. They'll have to keep each other's
secret, but with a man like this, things are never so simple ... Reader Advisory: This story is part of a series intended for
mature audiences only and which features intensely erotic situations, an enigmatic and dangerously sexy billionaire, the
younger woman he draws under his spell, forced exhibition, public humiliation, discipline, dominance, and rough sex. All
characters are 18 or older.
Alex Stone is a self-made billionaire with a secret life. Lora Taylor is a 40-something divorced mom with an ex-husband
who left her for a younger woman. She's given up on second chances, that is until Alex Stone enters her life. Confident,
attractive and successful, Alex is used to being obeyed. Drawn into a world beyond her wildest dreams, Lora must learn
the rules of domination in order to be bound to the billionaire. But if she can't learn to surrender and embrace her deepest
desires, she may lose everything. Loving Alex Stone will demand that she release all her inhibitions and fears. Can she
learn to embrace a new life that will require her complete submission?
Christine Richards wasn't looking for her life to change when she met Mark. Her life was suffocating her. All she wanted to do was breathe.
Mark breathed life into her. His rogued body begged her to escape. And with a spur-of-the-moment decision that would lead her around the
world, she submits to his strong arms and alpha male will. Awaking from her crackling love affair, Christine finds herself lost in an exotic land,
stranded and alone. It was then that she met Henri. Henri entered her world like a prince on a stallion. Rich, mysterious and commanding, he
possess her. And whisking her away to parts of the world that she had only dreamed about, he demands only one sacrifice in return. But how
much would she be willing to surrender to her irresistible billionaire? And who would be there to pick up her pieces if she did?As a fireman, it
was Daniel's job to pick up the pieces. So when he finds Christine shattered and a long way from home, he can't resist her. With eyes that
swirl like milk chocolate, and a body chiseled from marble, he becomes her gorgeous hero. Promising to take her home, he sweeps her away
in his private plane. Flying her to mysterious spots around the world, he shows her things that defies the laws of nature itself. Their love affair
would change her perspective of herself and her understanding of the universe, but would that be enough to capture Christine's heart?When
Christine ran away with Mark, she never expected to begin an odyssey. Yet, each passionate encounter reshapes her understanding of
relationships and herself. And in the end, there is one man she will return to knowing that he is her true love? Who will it be? And what will
each of Christine's desirous men teach her so that she can find him? *Please note that this story contains very explicit descriptions of erotic
and sexual situations written for extreme genital arousal which will lead to self-pleasure. Mature readers only.Excerpt:“Christine!”“Mark!” I
replied.Mark walked out from behind the smoke. He was wild-eyed and intense. And when he saw me, he looked like an animal.“We won!”
he said looking like he could bite through steal. “We won!”I opened my mouth to speak when out of nowhere, Mark grabbed my chin and
kissed me. Pushing his tongue into my mouth, he grabbed the back of my neck and kissed me until I couldn't breathe. I felt weak like I would
pass out. I pushed and beat on him until finally he let go and I fell into his rough arms.I had never been picked up so easily. Like a sack, he
threw me over his shoulder and carried me away. Things whipped around before my eyes. First it was the deck, then stairs and then the
corridor. Soon it was the edge of our cabin door and then the bed.This wasn't the end of it though, and I knew it wouldn't be. He undressed
me like a man possessed. Regaining my bearing, I fought him. I hammered on his chest and struggled but nothing stopped him. Gripping into
my shirt he ripped it off. Ham handing my jeans, the button released. The zipping sound was followed by the sound of my denim flying across
the room.My instinct told me to get away, so I hit him again, this time harder. But as if I was nothing, he grabbed my wrists moving them to
one of his large hands. And before I could move, before I could try to get away again, he was inside me.
I don't know who thought it was a good idea to put me in charge of protecting the gorgeous twenty-something year-old daughter of an
heiress. Yet here I am, doing my best to keep her alive and out of a hitman’s cross hairs. Unfortunately, the heiress refuses to listen to a
damn word anyone says and she treats her daughter, Isabelle, like shit--which doesn't sit well with me. When the heiress gets herself killed, I
can't say I'm heartbroken, given how horrible she's been to Isabelle. And when Isabelle begs me to keep her alive, there’s no way I can turn
her down. Not when I haven’t been able to shake her from my thoughts from the moment I laid eyes on her. In typical Blackthorn fashion,
I’m falling for her fast and hard. But there’s still a killer on the loose, and it turns out the heiress had some secrets she'd have preferred to
take to her grave. Now, it’s not just Isabelle's life that’s at stake, but my heart, and there’s a damn good chance I’m going to lose them
both. *** This story has a Happily Ever After for the couple and can be read as a stand alone, though there are small plot points that will
continue in upcoming books. ***
From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author, Cali MacKay... After a year of hard work, Wyatt’s launched a wildly successful
club in the heart of Dublin, and is now happy to reap the rewards—especially when it comes to his no-nonsense accountant, Fiona, whose
quick wit and luscious curves make him want to ignore the fact that he’s her boss. But when a group of thugs squeezes him for money and
take what he’s worked so hard for, Wyatt knows there’s no way he’s going down without a fight. Fiona’s always played it safe—with her
clients’ money, and most especially, with her heart. Yet as Wyatt turns up the charm, she can’t help but give in to the feelings she’s been
trying to deny—and it seems as if there might be something more between them than just mind-blowing sex. But when her good-for-nothing
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ex, Niall, shows up at her door, she soon realizes that he’s the one railroading Wyatt for money, and Niall’s now threatening her family if she
doesn’t give him access to the club accounts. Backed into a corner, Fiona’s forced to play a game for the highest stakes imaginable. But
can she find a solution before it's too late or will she ruin her chance at happiness and true love? *** This novel contains a Happily Ever After
ending. Although part of a series, this book can be read as a stand alone novel.***
Jenna finds her life spiraling out of control when her boyfriend gives her a taste for rope and bondage. Will Jenna take to the rope, or will she
try to preserve what she held innocent for so long? The fringes of the Midwestern states are horse country. Many of the large ranches have
been in the families for generations as the current generation runs the small towns with their wealth and power. In horse country, the men
love two things the most, ROPE and SEX, so it’s natural that they indulge them together. Crosby, North Dakota, is run by the owners of the
five largest ranches under the Five Forks Association. The townspeople love the luxuries that their small town gets that most other towns do
not. It’s the benevolence of the Five Forks that gives the people good jobs and opportunities. For their part, the residents turn a blind eye to
what the rich do. Many women find themselves attracted to the men that have the power and money. Some seek out the thrills and
excitement, but others are drawn unsuspecting to the town. Kevin and Casey need to make money once they got married. Their low paying
jobs give them little, and Kevin drags Casey into his scheme for making extra money without the thought of consequences of getting caught
at what could be illegal. They are caught with ease. But, it’s Casey who has to pay for their mistakes and Kevin who watches what unfolds
before his very eyes. Casey expected men, but not another woman that would want her. She’s taken on a roller coaster ride of emotions
while the audience enjoys the live action between two passionate women. It’s difficult for the women to fight the arousal that comes with tight
rope and demanding men. Will the women succumb to the pleasures that complete submission brings while they bring pleasure to the men or
women in the most shocking ways? Powerone brings you the tight bondage that only rope can deliver. His newest DSM novel is the story of
women who are delivered by bondage to men’s deepest desires.
She'd only known him a few hours, but already she wanted to learn how it felt to please him. He left her with a necklace that he says marks
his property, and deciding to put it on has promptly turned Heather's life upside down. No man has ever made Heather feel the way Troy
does, but no man has ever asked so much of her in return. When can she trust he knows exactly how much she can take, and when is she
right to be afraid? Reader Advisory: This story is part of a series intended for mature audiences only and which features intensely erotic
situations, an enigmatic and dangerously alluring billionaire, the younger woman he draws under his spell, forced exhibition, public
humiliation, discipline, dominance, and rough sex. All characters are 18 or older.
From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author Cali MacKay... When Paige Foley decides to escape work for a bit and see the Irish
countryside, the last thing she expects is to stumble into a handsome photographer who’s happy to show her the sights—and seduce her into
his bed. Connor is just supposed to be a bit of fun, but things take an unexpected turn, threatening to derail her life. Connor’s been avoiding
the reality of his life, and knows he’ll eventually have to head back home to Seattle to help run his family’s empire. He’s supposed to settle
down and do what’s expected of him—except that he’s never played by the rules, and has little desire to start now, especially when he can’t
get Paige out of his head, even if she’s long gone, their fling far too brief and leaving him wanting more. When Paige unexpectedly shows up
at his front door, Connor’s ready for a lot more fun, but he may have gotten more than he expected, especially when fate has a twisted sense
of humor.
Ella is the kind of gorgeous woman who would turn heads everywhere. Unfortunately, she has never found a man who can push all the right
buttons. Until now. Enter Nicholas Gentry, a playboy billionaire who knows exactly how to make a woman submit. It doesn't take long for him
to crumble her resistance and make her surrender to him completely. ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~ "Come now, let's get you cleaned up," his
large hand circled my wrist and he pulled me past the imposing double doors. "Mr. Gentry, this is hardly appropriate. You should be-" "Hush.
You should get cleaned up before the dress stains," he said, guiding me up the winding stairs and down the hall to the last room. He pushed
open the door and we stepped into the empty room. His arm still cupping my elbow, he led me to a small love seat and gestured for me to sit.
Then, he reached for a napkin his pocket and pressed it against my chest and neck. Warm sizzles coursed down my spine as he touched my
skin gingerly. I could feel the heat of his fingertips scorching me with desire. It was ridiculous how easily my body was reacting to his every
move. My breasts swelled and my nipples quickly perked up. I was completely aware of how low-cut the dress was and how dangerously
close his fingers were to touching bare skin. "I can do that myself, thank you very much," I demurred, taking the napkin from his hand and
dabbing the wetness from my breast gingerly, unsuccessfully avoiding the intense reaction his mere presence was having on my nerves the
entire time. Even my own touch was making me more aroused. "Can I convince you out of the dress?" he asked and my heart stopped.
"Excuse me?" I gasped, looking up to lock eyes with him. I was certain that I had heard him wrong. Did he just ask me to undress?! "The
dress," he said. "I'm afraid ants will start coming after you if you keep wearing that any longer," he said jokingly. "But mostly I'm worried that
will stain." At a loss for words, I remained silent as I continued dabbing the sweet liquid from my skin. He was right. I was fighting a losing
battle. The drink had seeped to my dress and was fast creating a stain. The faster I took it off, the easier it was to get the color out. "Do you
have anything else I could wear?" I asked carefully. He looked around for a moment, then took off his jacket and started unbuttoning the
white suit beneath it. "I don't think this will be missed," he said with an easy smile when my eyes bulged at he slowly undressed right in front
of me. The expensive tailored formalwear came off, revealing his perfect half-naked body beneath it. His body was rock hard. All muscles and
masculinity with just a hint of hair on his chest. His abs were so pronounced I was certain I could wash off the stain on my dress on it. I
resisted the urge to run my fingers over his body to feel if they were real. They were too perfect to be real. I licked my lips. It was hard not to
wonder how it would feel to have my fingers over his back as he pounded into me. "Like what you see?" he asked, surprising me from my
daydream.
No man has ever made Heather feel the way Troy does, but no man has ever asked so much of her in return. When can she trust he knows
exactly how much she can take, and when is she right to be afraid? Every choice feels like its leading to disaster, and the only thing that
makes sense is to give in ... Reader Advisory: This story is part of a series intended for mature audiences only and which features intensely
erotic situations, an enigmatic and dangerously alluring billionaire, the younger woman he draws under his spell, forced exhibition, public
humiliation, discipline, dominance, and rough sex. All characters are 18 or older.

Maxim
From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, Cali MacKay... Hadley Moore is ready to start a new life now that her
drawn out divorce has finally gone through, and what better way to celebrate than to hook up with the gorgeous guy who
just saved her from a drunken jerk. Gabe is smoking hot, and amazing in the sack, but when he also turns out to be her
client on the new case she’s working, she worries her job is on the line—especially when pushing Gabe away seems to
have little effect. Someone’s gunning for Gabe and his family, but when the consulting investigator turns out to be
Hadley, he can’t believe his luck—especially after she kicked him out of her bed at the crack of dawn. She might be trying
to keep her distance, but Gabe has other plans that involve the two of them getting naked as often as possible. But with
Hadley’s job on the line and lives at stake, will they risk it all to find true love? *** This novel contains a Happily Ever
After ending. Due to the adult language and explicit sex scenes, this book is for adults only.***
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'Challenge to Him' by Lisabet Sarai All the wealth in the world can't buy willing surrender. Andrew MacIntyre, heir to a
vast empire of railroads, mines and mills, is the second or third richest man in America, and by far the most eligible
bachelor among the society folk summering in Newport, Rhode Island. His mother has filled their opulent mansion with
marriageable daughters of bankers and industrialists, but Andrew knows none of these callow young women can satisfy
his perverse sexual needs. No respectable girl would ever consent to being bound and beaten, to serving and obeying
him the way he craves. His money gives him the freedom to purchase anything except his heart's desire—a submissive
partner to share his life. Independent, progressive and well-educated, labour activist Olivia Alcott has dedicated herself to
improving the lot of the workers who toil in the factories that have made Andrew and his class so wealthy. The strike she
organises triggers a confrontation between her and the handsome billionaire. Although their disparate backgrounds and
values make them natural foes, something stronger draws them to one another—an intuitive recognition of complementary
fantasies. Andrew offers Olivia a bargain— better working conditions for the mill staff, in return for a weekend of her
unquestioning obedience. Olivia will help him deflect the attentions of the potential mates assembled by his mother, as
well as providing more intimate services. Given Olivia's origins, a more enduring relationship appears impossible—but
Andrew is not the sort to give up something he wants. 'Hot for Him' by Amy Armstrong Is self-confessed control freak
Elena able to let go of her fears to win her heart's desire—the enigmatic billionaire Charles Hunt—a man who requires
nothing less than her absolute submission? When feisty wild child Elena Meadows is invited to Cannes by her uncle
Henry, the timing couldn't be better. A successful interior designer in London, Elena is a stout believer in the old adage
work hard, play harder, but her fast-paced lifestyle is beginning to take its toll. A week basking in the heat of the French
Riviera sounds like the perfect way to recharge, but upon her arrival she discovers that Henry has been inadvertently
called away leaving his business partner Charles Hunt to man the helm. Elena has always been attracted to the
American billionaire, but found his dominant personality at odds with her own. Charles has never hidden his desire for
Elena, but will accept nothing less than her absolute submission. If Elena could learn to relinquish control, they would
make a formidable couple, but breaking the habit of a lifetime doesn't come easy for a self-confessed control freak even
though the sexual tension between them sizzles hotter than the midday sun. 'Belonging to Him' by Sam Crescent He
won't take no for an answer. Simon Allen is a billionaire and a dominant. He takes what he wants and to hell with the
consequences. From the moment Hope Pattern enters his office for her interview as his personal assistant, Simon knows
he is going to have her. Taking Hope as his sub is the easy part. She gives him everything: her body, her trust and her
heart. But she refuses to be his wife. Simon will not give up until Hope is his wife. He hasn't become a billionaire by
giving up. Hope will be his. She is crumbling under his domination. What will happen when she gives Simon that last part
of herself? Will he be done with her or will he finally prove to her what it means to be his woman? 'Devoted to Him' by
Cheryl Dragon Both from broken homes, Jason and Fiona take marriage very seriously. Will tradition ruin their kink or
make them even more committed? Jason Abbot is a man who has everything, including the perf
Regan Delaney is used to maintaining total control and thrives in the corporate jungle-until a health scare forces her to
relax and take a vacation. Resort Deliverance offers the tightly wound beauty the chance to unwind and to find a partner
for activities she has neglected the past few years.When Regan meets Dante, he is everything she could ask for-except
he is definitely not submissive, and he certainly wants her to submit to him.Can she surrender control for the sake of
pleasure?
In this intense complete trilogy, pain addict Frankie finds her hunger satiated by billionaire crime lord Maxim. But when
she falls deeper under his sensual spell, she's caught in his dark and twisted game, forced to surrender to their attraction
- or lose everything?Submit: Book OneFrankie Marconi craves pain, and billionaire crime lord Maxim Koslov is happy to
give it to her? but will their arrangement go a step too far?An erotic contract becomes a deadly game in this dark, gritty
romance._____Pain is the most potent drug and Frankie Marconi is addicted to the burning sting of it. Maxim Koslov, a
deranged crime lord with a tormented past, is more than willing to deliver the dose she needs. But when lust becomes
obsession, Frankie begins to realize that there is only one way out of this dangerous game of Russian Roulette... And
Maxim never loses. Obey: Book TwoUnder the dangerous Maxim Koslov's spell, Frankie Marconi finds herself falling
deeper and deeper into a world of violence and sin.But the rabbit hole of chaos can only go so far. When cruel reality
threatens her cocoon of pain, can she rely on Maxim to help her withstand the onslaught?Or will she goad him into finally
ending their twisted game...Surrender: Book ThreeIn the final round of their twisted game, Francesca and Maxim have
the ultimate choice to make: surrender to their dangerous attraction, or succumb to the many dangers driving them
apart.With her heart at stake, Francesca must weigh her family's safety over her own, and trust that Maxim can truly
triumph over his past trauma?Or it will be game over for them both.This is a dark romance.
THE BILLIONAIRE WANTS HER ABSOLUTE OBEDIENCE—HER PLEASURE IS OF NO CONSEQUENCE Zane is
young, handsome and a billionaire. He saw Shelby one day and wants her, and he gets what he wants, but she is far too
innocent for his tastes. Shelby is enchanted by Zane, but she soon learns that he has one peculiar desire. He wants his
pleasure from her, but he also wants her absolute obedience. Her pleasure is of no consequences, she is to devote her
talents to giving him pleasure in any manner he desires. He sends her off to his doctor and his male nurse. There, Shelby
learns that her innocence is a detriment, not an asset, as far as Zane is concerned. Not only do the doctor and the nurse
examine her but they also instruct her in pleasuring men. When she leaves, she is no longer innocent. Shelby learns that
Zane’s desires go far beyond the ordinary. He takes her on a ride into the deepest and darkest off kinky sex, and
Shelby’s body is his vehicle. She knows what the word for this is—submission, absolute and complete submission. Can
she grow accustomed to the smell of leather and tight bondage? A WOMAN BILLIONAIRE THAT WANTS TO GIVE HER
HUSBAND A SPECIAL BIRTHDAY GIFT Rachel’s a one-in-a-hundred billionaire, a woman that inherited a small
company but took it to the pinnacle of success. She is also happily married to her stay-at-home husband that gave up his
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corporate career to take care of their precious son. She decides to give her husband, Steven, a special gift for all that he
sacrificed. All Rachel has to do is convince their college student babysitter, Chelsey, to give it all up to Steven for his fortyfifth birthday present. Chelsey is struggling to finish her senior year, with no chance for grad school. Money is in short
supply, and she’s growing desperate. She finds being photographed with all her clothes off arouses her. When Rachel
brings out bundles of hundred-dollar bills, the bargaining begins. Each request from Rachel sends the dollar bills over to
Chelsey’s side of the table. All Chelsey has to do is perform. Can she surrender to Rachel's demands and experience
what she has never done before? In front of her best friend and Steven’s wife?
What drives married women to Marchmont Castle? Winchendon, Massachusetts, has a benevolent society called The
Eastern Brotherhood. Only the residents are invited to join the Brotherhood, and no member ever said a word about it.
Not even after they left the town forever. Michael White III is what might be called the Grand Master. It's more of a title
since he's the grandson of the founder. No one knows what the Brotherhood does, and over the decade's stories were
built around the unknown. A few applauded the work the Brotherhood does to serve the community, but the majority of
the comments are dark tales from demented minds. The range goes from the Devil and His disciples, to Vampires,
BDSM dungeon, to mind control. It is Marchmont Castle that provided the Brotherhood the space it desired for its civic
duties. A castle over hundred years old shelters secrets hidden in the walls of its twenty-nine rooms, but it takes a strong
person to confront them. Do the winds that howl at night, whistling through the rock walls, disguise the other cries that
come from the castle? Powerone brings you another BDSM classic as the new characters find out the secrets of the town
and the price to be paid for the pleasures that abound. Most of the residents of Winchendon are in their twenties and
thirties. The town seems to replenish itself every five years as older residents move out while younger ones move in. It is
a small, tight-knit community of like-minded individuals. Those who visit and end up staying are unable to come up with a
concrete reason for why. Some come for the jobs, others through the power of persuasion. It was said that Michael White
III could charm the devil, but there are others like Michael in the town. They represent an uncanny large percentage of
the population. Can any woman withstand that steely glance the men give them, their virile, muscular body tempting them
with the dark unknown?
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THEM ON SUB-MISSION ISLAND WOULD CHANGE THEIR LIVES FOREVER It was a
new resort in one of the small islands off the coast of Panama with submersibles that would show the guests the coral
reef below the waterline. It wasn’t a real sub, but it was close enough. That is why they called the resort, Sub-Mission
Island. It was a catchy marketing name, but for those in the know, it had a deeper meaning. There were six new guests,
although they didn’t realize that the guests were already at the resort. These six weren’t guests, they were the
entertainment, and it started as soon as the plane left Miami for Panama. Their accommodations on the island were far
from first-class. Rooms were traded for jail cells. The six were trained in a large entertainment room outside the cells that
had everything needed to turn a body obedient. Brooke and Sydney, come from a small conservative town, and their sex
life was almost non-existent for lack of inspiring men. Sydney was trained for everything she was innocent of, and she
learned quickly, or else. Brooke was more difficult, but the guests loved the challenge, and the room had all the toys
necessary to change her mind. Whips, paddles, and crops adorned one wall while black cloths covered strangely shaped
furniture. Jessica and Hanna were lesbians. The guests decided that lesbians had that problem because they couldn’t
find a man that could handle or train them properly. So, they took it upon themselves to teach the women the ways of
men. Would they find pleasure in the feel of a real man inside? Amber and Eric found themselves the center of attention,
and they discovered the unexpected, although they didn’t think that was possible. Eric found the women skillful at
sexually performing for him, but the new things they did went far beyond Eric’s imagination, and he soon found himself
going over the line of the dark and forbidden. Amber thought the soldiers took her boldly when she was strip-searched in
Panama customs, but it was only foreplay to what the guests had in store for her. Not only would she have to accept the
inevitable, but Eric would see her succumb to it all. After that week, the six found their lives headed in a different direction
because of what happened on Sub-Mission Island, and what they learned about themselves expanded their sexual
horizons in ways they never imagined. Once again, bestselling bondage author Powerone takes you on an exotic trip to
an island paradise that exposes the dark underbelly of the rich in the fulfillment of their secret pleasures.
Bound and Helpless, they wouldn’t have it any other way! Lisa and Sandy grew up together in a small, rural Pennsylvania town
where everyone knew everyone’s business. They were both attractive and intelligent, but it was as if they were missing a
chromosome and that somehow made them almost invisible to everyone else. Boys their own age just always seemed to ignore
them. Two years after high school, and it never got better with the young men they knew. However, they found that older men
were unusually fascinated with them. Lisa was the first one to test older men’s attraction to her, and she found out that the men
had desires far from what most would consider normal. Sandy discovered older men at work took advantage of her in a jaded
manner. That didn’t scare them, the thrills only inflamed their pent up lust. Then Lisa and Sandy had an idea that was to change
their lives: a trip to St. Kitts Island in the Caribbean for a week of adventure. They wouldn’t have to worry about anyone they knew
seeing them or disapproving of what they were doing. That included both of them, for most of the time, they wouldn’t be together.
They’d search out their own fate. What waited for them in their suspenseful journey? In hindsight, it looked like a crazy idea that
had all the characteristics of being a complete failure, and worse, the trip could be dangerous. Yet, it was a thrilling and arousing
adventure when they thought it up and began to plan it. Although Lisa and Sandy were best friends, and they did everything
together, this would be one of those exceptions. The rich older men of St. Kitts sought them out as soon as they landed, and it
never stopped for either of the women. They soon found that bondage and whips were an addition they never expected to arouse
them. The men wouldn’t take no for an answer, but in most cases, the men wouldn’t ask. They demanded and expected
complete submission, the darker and kinkier, the better, for they had jaded tastes that needed to be satisfied. Could Lisa and
Sandy find pleasure where they never expected it? Powerone takes you on a suspenseful ride of submission and subjugation for
the two women. Can they go back to their boring life, or will they embrace what the men had taught them?
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***This is the COMPLETE serial, parts 1 & 2.*** From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author Cali MacKay... The last thing I
expected was for Sadie to show up unexpectedly at my front door. A human on a mountain filled with lethal shifters—and she
doesn’t have a clue that all the things that go bump in the night are actually real. Yet as I hold her tight in my arms, there’s no
turning back for me as I realize that she’s not just the woman I’ve spent every night talking to for the last two months—she’s also
my fated mate, even if Thayer, alpha of a nearby pack, wants her all to himself. Yet Sadie has secrets of her own, and she hasn’t
simply come for a visit, but is on the run, hoping that if she just leaves Phoenix, she’ll also leave her problems behind. Except that
her problem has a name, and he isn’t going to give up that easily. ***This 2-part serial is Ryder’s complete story, and ends with
no cliffhanger and a HEA. ***
Last Chance, AZ looked ordinary, but it barely showed up as a spec on a map in the middle of a vast desert that seemed to
swallow it up. Yet, in this town, new people’s lives were changed, some for the better, some for the worse. But, they all had the
chance to decide their fate. The town had everything that a small town had, but it had one more thing. The shiny embossed sign
read “Last Chance Gentlemen’s Club”. Underneath it read further, “Private, Members Only”. It was here that the founding thirty
families of Last Chance got their entertainment. Outsiders had the opportunity to live in Last Chance with the help of the founding
families, but there was a price to pay. The outsiders rarely had money, but they had other things that the members desired.
Powerone takes you on a vivid picture of surrender or submission in a place that is out of the twilight zone. Last Chance has no
place in the current world, and that is why it’s in the middle of nowhere, run by those of wealth and power that have no bounds or
moral compass except for their pleasures. Jane and Allen were on the run from their wretched lives, hoping to move to California,
the promise land where it was warm, and the people were all rich. Allen was in love with Jane, but she was with him in order to
escape her life. Their poorly planned trip didn’t last long, their car breaking down near Last Chance. With their funds limited, their
choices were all bad, especially for Allen that stole money from his job to leave. The young, attractive couple was offered a lot of
money for three days of their time. But, Michael required both of them to submit, and Allen was too naïve to know what that meant.
They both agreed. They couldn’t fathom what the members would require of them, yet there were never any alternatives. Sofia
paid thousands to a coyote to take her from Mexico to Arizona. The trip was fraught with danger and betrayal, but Sofia managed
to get to her friend’s house that lived in Last Chance. Sofia wanted a good job at the only fine dining restaurant in Last Chance
and the fake papers to work there. She’d have to interview with the mayor of the town and the manager of the restaurant. Then
there would be the night she’d have to perform at the Last Chance Gentlemen’s Club. Will Sofia be able to do what is required of
her? Charlotte came to Last Chance two months ago but could only get menial jobs that paid little. If she were to stay, she would
begin with an audition at the Last Chance Gentlemen’s Club. If she managed to impress, she could get a nice job in one of the
local businesses as a receptionist or manager, but she’d have to show the men of the town that she could do all that was asked of
her. Will Charlotte leave town a failure, or will she become an outstanding member of the community?
When Roane Elliott meets a naked stranger on the beach, her second thought is to challenge his trespassing. Her first thought
makes her innocent heart beat quite erratically! Then she discovers the stranger is Adam Bryant, the wickedly smoldering son of
the Bryant dynasty. After a decade away, he's back to claim what's rightfully his…however willful the prize. Roane is determined to
resist him, but the temptation is overwhelming. His bedroom door is open and she's walking toward surrender….
Women Dominated by Women Claire had a desire for a woman in her life, although she already had a husband. Claire not only
wanted a woman for a lover but also to dominate her sexually. Claire was determined, and it wasn’t long before she ventured out
into a new world. She might be inexperienced, but she was driven to succeed. Daisy was pleasantly shocked when a woman
picked her up in a dance club. This was unexpected, although Daisy found it wasn’t unwanted. Claire was beautiful, sophisticated,
and demanding. The demanding part Daisy didn’t understand, but she did like it. Claire had such success with Daisy that it wasn’t
long before she worked on converting her husband to her way of thinking. Edger found he got more sex when he listened to his
wife, so that is what he did. Not only listen but obey. It had its benefits. He never had so much sex with his wife, and it was
outrageously arousing and fulfilling. Claire brought her two lovers together, and that was the start of something new. She had two
submissive’s, and at first, it was exciting, but it also required a lot of work on Claire’s part, making sure what the three of them did
was new and fulfilling. She converted one of her bedrooms into her dungeon, and that opened up a new realm of pleasure. Claire
found she had limitations. She decided one day she would be a dominant and had success with Daisy and her husband. But, she
never knew if that was her true calling or just something she aspired to be. She needed guidance from those that are more
experienced, so she set out to visit the BDSM clubs in the larger city nearby that catered to the people that lived close by. It was
here that Claire found Jenna and Raven, beautiful female dominants, to guide Claire. But, Claire wasn’t sure where she was being
guided to. Claire brings Daisy and Edger with her to Jenna and Raven’s home, complete with a well-stock dungeon that made
Claire’s dungeon look like a child’s playroom. Would Claire find her calling inspired to the next level? Or would Claire find herself
with a new role to play that was unexpected? Powerone takes you on a ride of exploration of the human psyche. Revelations will
surprise you when you least expect them. What might seem to be obvious is something hidden until what is revealed is a grand
revelation of epic proportions. Get into the heads of all of those involved as the desires and pleasures are apportioned to their
purpose in the greater scheme. Surprises are frequent as dominants, and submissive’s come together to bring pleasure and pain
to fulfillment in flawless ecstasy. Another BDSM classic that only Powerone can master.
THEIR ONLY CHOICE WAS SUBMISSION It wasn’t that they looked like sisters it was they acted like sisters. Charlotte was older
by four years. Although they were just neighbors Charlotte was always cleaning up Pamela’s messes for over ten years. In a
panic, Pamela sought out Charlotte’s help. She’d embezzled almost $50,000 from her employer, and Michael wasn’t the type of
man to take his problems to the police. Michael was closing in on Pamela. The two women headed to the mountains to try to figure
out a solution, but Pamela’s car broke down on the way. That was the last thing they remembered. When Charlotte woke up,
Michael confronted her. She tried to be brave until she saw Pamela strung up and a naked man next to her in what looked like jail
cells in the basement. Charlotte tried to console Pamela, but it was difficult as Charlotte had handcuffs on. Charlotte had to bail
Pamela out, but Michael wouldn’t make it easy. If she was such a good friend to Pamela, Michael demand Charlotte strip naked,
then he’d decide what else would be required of her. Things quickly escalated, and Charlotte soon found herself caged like
Pamela. Michael informed them that their bodies were required to repay the $50,000. With no choice but to obey Michael's
demands, Charlotte found a dark side to herself that Michael exploited, and soon, like Pamela, she was drawn into the depths of
submission. Will Charlotte and Pamela survive what Michael has in store for them? Once again bestselling BDSM author
Powerone delivers a sensational and senses shattering novel of bondage, submission … and more!
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*** From NY Times bestselling author, Cali MacKay... Desired is the complete collection of the Desired series, and contains the 3
FULL LENGTH novels in the entire The Highland Heart Series-- The Highlander's Hope, A Highland Home, and A Highland Heist.
*** *** A Highland Home Dr. Catriona Ross is well on her way to finding the lost highland treasure she’s been hunting. The only
thing standing in her way is the infuriatingly sexy, smart and stubborn Iain MacCraigh—otherwise known as Scotland’s most
eligible bachelor. Iain can't believe his luck when he finds out the jewels are hidden away somewhere on his land-- and it doesn't
hurt that the historian looking for them has curves to go with her smarts. With his brother betting the family fortune, this is the life
line he desperately needs. The odds are against them, and with word getting out about the jewels, they're not the only ones on the
hunt. Time's running out, but can they learn to trust each other, or will they lose the jewels and true love in the process? *** A
Highland Home All her life, Rowan Campbell has been desperate for answers about her father—yet her mother refused to speak of
him, even on her deathbed. Desperate to find the father she’s never known, Rowan moves from the States to her mother’s
hometown in Scotland, determined to uncover her mother’s secrets. When Angus Macleod agrees to help Rowan, a family friend,
the last thing he expects is to fall hard for the fiery redhead, who makes him rethink his bachelor ways. Unable to shake her from
his thoughts, he’s happy to help her find her father. But when Angus discovers Rowan’s mother left Scotland pregnant and
terrified, he wonders if Rowan’s quest for answers is putting in her danger. Before long, Angus finds himself hindering Rowan’s
search, despite knowing his actions could ruin any chance he has for happiness. But with Rowan closing in on her father’s
identity, will Angus be able to keep her from harm—and will she ever forgive him for standing in her way? *** A Highland Heist
Feisty and fiery security expert, Maggie Brennan, is thrilled when she lands the job to design the security system for the
Highlander’s Hope. At the top of her field, she usually prefers to work alone, but when the owner of the priceless jewels insists she
work with his computer security expert, Conall Stewart, she doesn’t mind it as much as she thought she would. Not when Conall is
damn smart and smoking hot, despite his gruff and grumpy exterior. Maggie loves a challenge, and she’s sure Conall could be a
whole lot of fun if he just loosened up a little. The last thing Conall wants is to deal with Maggie, especially when she pushes all his
buttons with her perky and highly caffeinated demeanor. All he wants is to be left alone, but the woman is distractingly gorgeous,
brilliant and funny. Before he even has a chance to shore up his defenses, she’s managed to weasel her way into his heart,
despite him having sworn off any type of relationship. Yet outside forces are playing dirty, and there’s suddenly more on the line
than the Highlander’s Hope and a love they never thought they’d find.
WHERE REALITY AND FANTASY COLLIDE AND BONDAGE IS THE CURRENCY OF SURRENDER. Rachel's introduction to
bondage is from the mysterious Strict Bondage magazine she found on the floor next to her front door. The fantasies in her head
were brought about by the vivid pictures in the book of bound, naked women. The only place she could buy them was a porn store.
The magazine rack was a cornucopia of bondage delights. She didn't mind when the clerk in the store came up behind her. That
was the first time she came by someone else's hands while she stared at the perverted pictures, imagining it was her bound tight
and surrendering to the passion that bondage inflicted in her. Natalia had a boyfriend that she trusted too much. How he managed
to convince her to let him strip her naked and tie her spread eagle to the bed, she didn't know. She loved the feeling of the ropes
around her arms and legs, putting her into obscene positions. His mouth took possession of her and made her climax. What she
hated was how her boyfriend used her body, taking away her ability to keep him out of her mouth. The bondage is what excited
her, but her helplessness is what she disliked. Yet, he did make her cum. Rachel and Natalia are best friends, and after graduation
from college, they decide to take a vacation to the country of Nauru, part of a thousand islands in the Western Pacific Ocean. They
are lured in with cheap airfare and hotel. They meet the mysterious Jade when they landed on Nauru. The country of eight square
miles was nothing like they expected, but it did have the warm beach sand and crystal clear water. A major robbery where the
elderly owner was beaten for the jewels and gold that he kept for his jewelry business changed their vacation to something else.
Circumstances led the security police's trail of the crooks to the small resort the three women were staying at. The security police
picked up Jade first and then Natalia and Rachel. It was nothing like the women expected, but it was what they imagined.
Interrogation meant being bound naked to sturdy chairs, naked in a room of men. While the police investigated, the three women
were remanded to a cell in the prison located in the same building. It was here that Judge Michael presided with his brand of
justice. He was also the President of Nauru and funded the country's budget out of his immense wealth. The people of Nauru were
beholden to him and allowed him the luxuries and pleasures that accrue to a national leader. His prison was his pleasure. For the
next two days, the three women learned firsthand about bondage and are promoted to Strict Bondage. It became a blur between
fantasy and reality for the three women. The Master of BDSM, Powerone, takes you on an erotic ride that borders on reality and
fantasy.

***This is the COMPLETE serial, with parts 1 - 4.*** From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author Cali MacKay...
From the moment Greyson sets eyes on Juno, he knows her for what she is—his fated mate. There can be no other for
him, which poses its own set of problems when he finds her standing over the dead body of a bear shifter from a rival
clan. With the dead man's family seeking revenge, the only way to keep her safe is for them to get married, making her a
protected member of his wolf pack—but that's going to take a whole lot of convincing, especially when Juno looks
panicked and ready to bolt. Juno has a massive problem and accidentally killing a man in self-defense is just the start of
it. She's still rattled after finding out about a world she never knew existed, especially when she's hiding a huge secret of
her own. Though Greyson is sexy and sweet, and she could really fall for him, sticking around just isn't an option, since
she'd only be putting him in danger. And marrying him? That's definitely not a solution to her messed up life. With Juno's
life on the line, can Greyson convince her to take a chance on him, knowing he'll not only keep her safe but make her
happy or will she risk it all to keep him from the curse she has no control over?
"Good," he said, so very softly. "Look at how far we've come. It wasn't that long ago I'd have you going all to pieces on
me just for a little tie-up. But you've learned I can be good to you, haven't you?" "Yes, sir," she breathed. "And you've
learned I don't have to be, too." The answering shiver, nervous and aroused and eager, jerked through the leather strap
of the belt tied at her throat. "Yes, sir." Her voice was barely audible. Sometimes it feels like he runs the world. In a
breath he can win your heart or break your will. No matter how painfully sexy and honest and right he might seem,
Heather has never let herself forget how dangerous he really is. But against all her better judgement, against a thousand
repeated promises, she's starting to let herself fall in love. Troy never meant things to go this far. He never meant to let
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anyone get hurt, but there's something about Heather that won't allow him to let go. He knows he's either the man she
dreams about or the man she fears. He'd give anything to be able to choose which one he'll be, but some days it feels
like that choice has never been his. Reader Advisory: This series is intended for mature audiences only and features
intensely erotic situations, themes of dominance and submission, forced exhibition, discipline, bondage, and rough sex.
All characters are 18 or older.
Damien Wynter was as handsome and arrogant as sin. Heiress Charlotte didn't need his dark, primitive sensuality in her
life, until the man she'd planned to marry disappointed her, and Damien offered a challenge: let him wed her and get her
pregnant! It was all about winning to Damien, but Charlotte wanted a baby, and if surrendering to him meant she could
win, too…why not accept his scandalous offer?
From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author, Cali MacKay... Keane’s college sweetheart, Lilly, is the only
woman he’s ever loved—too bad he was far too young and stupid to realize it, and ended things between them in the
worst possible way. He’s spent the last seven years trying to become a better man—someone Lilly can hopefully learn to
trust and fall in love with once more. But when he goes stumbling back into her life in the middle of the night, professing
his undying love, he’s off to a damn rocky start. Lilly's never really gotten over Keane, even if she’s moved on. The only
use she now has for him is as her inspiration for the steamy romances she secretly pens under a different name. When
Keane comes crashing back into her life, it's the last thing she expects—but she has bigger worries than a lying, cheating
ex, when she has a stalker fan who wants his own leading role, and has managed to track her down. Keane’s offering
her his protection, and feeling cornered, she takes it. Stuck living with him for the foreseeable future, it's hard to deny the
chemistry that still exists between them, and he soon has her wondering if he has indeed changed from the guy who
broke her heart. But with a stalker hunting her and love on the line, can she really keep herself—and her heart— safe? ***
This novel contains a Happily Ever After ending. Although part of a series, this book can be read as a stand alone
novel.***
BESTSELLING BONDAGE AUTHOR'S BEST NOVEL YET! Edward gazed at the three beautiful women in thong bikinis
that lay on the deck of the hundred-foot yacht. It was his trophy wife of ten years and his two grown daughters. He was a
lucky man to have such a family and also success in business that far exceeded his imagination when he was younger.
They were on an extended vacation in the South Pacific, the last one as a family together. His daughters were grown up
and living their own lives, so Edward wanted this last family vacation to be memorable. Michael had planned this for a
decade, meticulously gathering up the information on Edward until he was ready to execute his revenge. It was a small,
quiet island, with gentle breezes and warm waters, far from the shipping lanes, the island too small to be on any chart of
the South Pacific. It was there that Michael sprung his trap. Amanda was the oldest, twenty-two years old, and finishing
up her graduate degree. It was strange that Amanda was the virgin and her younger sister wasn’t, but that was by
design. Amanda enjoyed boys as friends, but not boyfriends. Yet, that didn’t mean that Amanda didn’t get her pleasure
from men, it was just that it was often dark and depraved in execution, but the men took what they could from the
beautiful woman. Lori was twenty, finishing up college across the country from her older sister. They had nothing in
common, and distance was a good thing from her sister. Lori loved men and used them to her advantage, but older men
began to fascinate her as they dominated her and taught her the pleasure of giving her body unconditionally. It is on the
small island that they all came together, with many others that joined to make the revenge plot successful, but they all
wanted to share in the rewards. Michael would get his revenge, but it’s how that the book, Island Captives lays out in
graphic detail that shouldn’t be missed. Chains should’ve scared them, not made them excited. Strange men that
desired their bodies should’ve scared them, not make them aroused. Dark acts should’ve scared them, not give them
orgasms they couldn’t control. Powerone, the Master of BDSM, explores the dark side of not only of men but the women
also.
AN ENTHRALLING NOVEL OF THE ANCIENT ROMAN EMPIRE IN ITS GLORY, WHEN ROMANS RULED
EVERYONE AND SLAVES OBEYED THEIR MASTERS – OR ELSE! The Roman Legion captures the world, one village
at a time looting and conquering. They keep the slave auctions in Rome filled with slaves, who are bought as workers for
the farms and factories, the households. But the finest slaves, male and female alike, are bought to be pleasure slaves
for the royalty, who take their dark pleasure in any way they choose. Drusilla is captured in Gaul and, after a humiliating
auction, is taken by Augusta and his wife, Domitia. Drusilla is taught to pleasure males and females submitting to their
every demand no matter how dark or humiliating. Domitia enjoys watching slaves perform acts on her husband, which
she refuses to do. Can Drusilla please everyone, including herself, with acts that make her blush with shame but wet with
desire? Cassia, wealthy beyond imagination, pays his freeborn Roman citizens higher wages than most. But from them
and his slaves - and even his own family - but he demands absolute obedience. Cassia believes some of his workers’
wives are far more beautiful than the men deserve. Rufus has wanted the supervisor’s job for ten years, and now he has
the opportunity. But first Cassia wants Rufus lovely wife Valeria to submit to his carnal desires and torments as Rufus
watches. Valeria is shamed and excited as Cassia takes her down the road of submission, but does she like it too much
when each act becomes more intense than the last? Quintus, a Consul in the Roman Senate, has orgies to further his
political ambitions. When Hadrianna, a captured Egyptian Princess, is brought to him, her world is turned upside-down.
Once mistress of a thousand slaves, Hadrianna now finds herself one. But even as a slave master, her mind never
pictured anything like the dark pleasures that Quintus and his guests practice at their orgies. Hadrianna is given a choice.
Give up her virginity in whatever depraved way he demands, or undergo severe discipline involves strict bondage, whips,
and paddles, and strange devices that will leave her dangerously exposed. Will Hadrianna choose pleasure and pain so
intense they merge into pure pleasure or give up her innocence in what an act of total depravity? And what of Mila. A
burst of displeasure by Mila is heard by the owner of the mill where she works, and Mila has to pay the price of
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disobedience. Mila, widowed but inexperienced in the ways of men’s pleasure, has no choice but submit to a bare
bottom spanking from Magnus. Magnus is demanding, and Mila finds submission to be arousing, but the spanking isn’t
enough for her. Will Magnus and Vita give Mila more than she wants but deserving of what she gets? In this shocking
novel, based historical accounts of the sexual proclivities of the ancient Romans, Powerone presents a vivid portrait of
life in a world of absolute despots.
She'd only known him a few hours, but already she wanted to learn how it felt to please him. He left her with a necklace
that he says marks his property, and deciding to put it on has promptly turned Heather's life upside down. Troy spends
half his time in a private jet, has to dodge reporters when out in public, and by now he owns half the city skyline Heather's
always been such a sucker for. He has the power to do anything, but does he want more from her than she can give him
in return? Reader Advisory: This story is part of a series intended for mature audiences only and which features intensely
erotic situations, an enigmatic and dangerously alluring billionaire, the younger woman he draws under his spell, forced
exhibition, public humiliation, discipline, dominance, and rough sex. All characters are 18 or older.
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